successful in the more abstract parts of his argument, but effective and often moving in his narrative and dialogue.
This second volume begins by thoughts suggested by gazing downward into the Grand Canyon, as the first began by looking upward from the Sierra Madre. The contrast is apt and the field is well chosen from the New World, where land and waters and all the expanses of space are so much vaster than with us. The cantos then proceed chronologically from Pythagoras and Aristotle through the East (Farabi and A vicenna) to Italy with Leonardo da Vinci, France with Jean Guettard, Sweden with Linn.:eus ; and evolution in three cantos, Lamarck and the revolution, Goethe and Darwin.
There are good things throughout, but we will select three as typical of Mr. Noyes' thought in different aspects. The first comes from the second canto, in which the poet imagines a scroll written by Pythagoras and handed by Nicomachus to the young Aristotle as they were walking by the seashore near Stagira. The boy lies down at full length on the rocks and spreads out the papyrus which bids him "Guard the immortal fire, Honour the glorious line of the great dead.
To the new height let all thy soul aspire ; But let those memories be thy wine and bread."
A noble song, sustained through seven verses, and giving the keynote of Mr. Noyes' thought in these volumes, the triumph of new truth found by following the footprints of great thinkers in the past.
Our second extract is from the fourth canto-The Torch in Italy. The subject is a conversation between Giulio, the pure artist, a believer in the absolute and self-sufficient inspiration of the moment, and Leonardo, who does not disclose his identity until the last word. The artist proclaims the independence of the artistic inspiration. " All genius is capricious. You'll admit that men who lived like beasts have painted well." " Yet," replies the stranger, " For the greatest Art I have always found A certain probity, a certain splendour Of inner and outer constancy to law." This is the note which Mr. Noyes has recently devt;:loped, so far as poetry is concerned, in his essays in criticism : it is also of the highest moment for his theme in this book, the essential connexion between the right direction of the mind in both science and art. Each aspect NO. 2907, VOL. I r6J is creative of new truth, and neither can attain its fullest realisation without elements belonging more intimately to the other.
The part of the book which will attract the most attention is Canto IX., called " Darwin." This contains the most vivid and moving account ever written of the debate at the Oxford meeting of the British Association in r86o. It is evidently based on the reports of eyewitnesses and is an admirable piece of poetic narrative. The tense excitement of a crowded audience, largely clerics, the determination of Wilberforce to crush Darwin once for all, the postponement of the debate, the ticking of the clock until the moment arrives when Huxley muttered low-" The Lord hath delivered him into my hands." The portraits of all the leading speakers, Henslow, Draper, Owen, as well as the two protagonists, are as good as possible. Then the book winds up with the reaction in Huxley's own mind that night after the triumph of the day. Had not his victory " a relish of the dust " ? Had he not used more skilfully the unworthy weapons of his foe? Was there not yet a far larger truth than Darwin had proclaimed and he had so successfully defended ? And so on to the Epilogue on " The Eternal Mind which enfolds all changes and can never change."
A remarkable and inspiring book. I N view of the sua den loss of Jacques Loeb from the ranks of scientific workers, it is particularly valuable to have in the form of this monograph his own presentation of his views upon regeneration, based upon the long series of experiments he carried out upon Bryophyllum in recent years, recorded so far only in a number of papers in the Journal of General Physiology.
In the preface, Loeb states that it is "not more facts which are needed in this field but a method and a principle which allow us to pass from the stage of blind empiricism to the stage of an oriented research." This method Loeb thinks he has found in the study of the quantities of the regenerated tissue by dry weight determinations; the principle he suggests is the simple mass relation thus indicated as determining the amount of regenerated tissue, namely, that it is proportional to the mass of original tissue allowed to regenerate. His point of view brings him sharply into conflict with many views in great favour at the present day, and is perhaps none the less valuable for that. He rejects entirely the suggestion that wound hormones stimulate new growth, a view much in favour on the Continent under the influence of Haberlandt, and concludes as the result of quantitative studies that the mutilation favours regeneration, because it isolates within a limited mass of tissue, as a severed leaf, a local store of food material which is thus available for regeneration. On the undamaged plant this store would be withdrawn and used for normal growth elsewhere.
The same quantitative attack leads Loeb to another interpretation than that now frequently prevalent, as to the inhibiting action of one growing tissue upon another. Starting from a simple quantitative analysis of the fact that a leaf alone regenerates more freely than a leaf still attached to a piece of stem, he reaches the conclusion that the food supply used for regeneration in the isolated leaf is shared between leaf and stem in the second case, and largely exhausted in growth processes within the stem, including callus formation. He is thus led to reject a view first adopted by him, as is clear from his original papers in the Journal of General Physiology, which still seems to emerge in his phraseology when he speaks (in Chapter xii.) of the inhibiting action of the " descending sap from the leaf " upon shoot formation on lower regions of the stem. This inhibiting action he now traces to the fact that the food supply from the leaf is wholly used up in growth processes within the young stem, just as the inhibiting action of an actively regenerating shoot or root upon other shoots or roots later in starting, is put down to the utilisation by the earliest growth centres of all the reserves available for growth. He thus discards the view that the" descending sap" inhibits in virtue of its content in growth-inhibiting hormones (now sometimes termed " chalones ").
Loeb's point of view was very physiological, and apparently he never felt the need to work out his conceptions upon a basis of anatomical detail. He was satisfied to interpret his interesting experiments upon the influence of gravity upon regeneration, as showing the movement through the tissues of the plant of soluble substances necessary for growth, so that they collected in the lowest regions and favoured growth there. On experimental grounds he concluded this movement was distinct from the movement of sap in the vessels of the plant, but he never considers further the path by which this nutrient sap moves under the influence of gravity. Again, his experiments upon polarity lead him to the conclusion that the anlage of the regenerated shoots and roots must lie in different regions of the plant; but he makes no reference, for example, to the detailed anatomical investigation of cases of regeneration from leaves, in which it has been NO. 2907, VOL. 116] shown that shoots may originate from epidermal cells whilst roots always arise from cells in the neighbourhood of the vascular cambium.
Loeb's experiments may be in many respects open to criticism; one criticism already made has been that Bryophyllum plants do not always behave like Loeb's plants. But there can be little doubt that Loeb has placed on record a series of valid quantitative data which do supply some guidance as to the phenomena involved in regeneration, and though their complete interpretation will require much further work, involving correlated studies in anatomy, cytology, etc., Loeb has once again blazed a pioneer trail in his steadfast insistence upon quantitative work in a field which is almost obscured with descriptive qualitative details.
Relativity and the Metaphysician. A LL our life we have looked with awe on meta-.t-\_ physics ; its problems are so abstruse and the meaning of the metaphysician's solutions so difficult to understand. Occasionally a doubt arises in our mind whether metaphysics is empty words with no reality behind. But we always suppress the doubt. For how could a subject be mere empty words which has held such an exalted and honourable position through all the ages from the brilliant era of the Greeks down to our own times. Then comes Einstein's doctrine of relativity. The aim of the metaphysician is to take the laws of Nature, including those provided by mathematicians and physicists, and fuse them into an intelligible whole. It is, therefore, incumbent on him to understand Einstein's doctrine. Even if he rejects it, he must first understand in order to be in a position to reject it. A study of the treatment of relativity by different metaphysicians brings us a little nearer to the answer to our question whether they deal with words or with realities.
The first group treat the subject with all the understanding of the mathematician. It is, in consequence, open to us to believe that those portions of their work that are beyond our understanding ·are equally sound, and our respect for them continues.
Another group find all the knowledge of the doctrine that they need in the word " relativity." The name reminds them of Bishop Berkeley, who believed in the relativity of the external world in the sense that that world existed only if there was a conscious mind present to perceive its existence. This group is content to identify Einstein's doctrine with Berkeley's.
A third group have studied Einstein's doctrine and
